Abstract. In this paper, we prove that there is a natural correspondence between product identities for theta functions and integer matrix exact covering systems. We show that since Z n can be taken as the disjoint union of a lattice generated by n linearly independent vectors in Z n and a finite number of its translates, certain products of theta functions can be written as linear combinations of other products of theta functions. We firstly give a general theorem to write a product of n theta functions as a linear combination of other products of theta functions. Many known identities for products of theta functions are shown to be special cases of our main theorem. Several entries in Ramanujan's notebooks as well as new identities are proved as applications, including theorems for products of three and four theta functions that have not been obtained by other methods.
Introduction and Main Theorem
We use the standard notation for q-products, defining The celebrated Jacobi triple product identity is given by [4, p. 10] ∞ n=−∞ q n 2 z n = (−qz; q 2 ) ∞ (−q/z; q 2 ) ∞ (q 2 ; q 2 ) ∞ , |q| < 1.
(
1.2)
We define the modified Jacobi theta function x; q ∞ := (q; q) ∞ (x; q) ∞ (q/x; q) ∞ . So the Jacobi triple product identity can be written as
We use abbreviated forms for q-products It is easy to verify that f (a, b) = f (b, a), (1.4) f (1, a) = 2f (a, a 3 ), (1.5) f (−1, a) = 0, (1.6) and, if n is an integer, f (a, b) = a n(n+1)/2 b n(n−1)/2 f (a(ab) n , b(ab) −n ).
(1.7)
The three most important cases of f (a, b), namely
f (−q) : = f (−q, −q 2 ) = (q; q) ∞ , are also used throughout this paper. We also define χ(q) = (−q; q 2 ) ∞ , which is not a theta function. We define it mainly for convenience.
Define (a) n := a(a + 1)(a + 2) · · · (a + n − 1). A modular equation of degree n is an algebraic relation of α and β which is induced by the relation 2 F 1 ( (a) n (b) n (c) n n! z n , |z| < 1, is the Gaussian or ordinary hypergeometric functions. When (1.8) holds, we say that β has degree n over α. A system of congruences a i (mod n i ) with 1 ≤ i ≤ k is called a covering system (or complete residue system) if every integer y satisfies y ≡ a i (mod n i ) for at least one value of i.
A covering system in which each integer is covered by just one congruence is called an exact covering system (ECS). In other words, an exact covering system is a partition of the integers into a finite set of arithmetic sequences.
Corresponding to the exact covering system r (mod k)
, we can write any theta function as the linear combination of k theta functions which is used in this paper. A natural question is: For a product of n (n ≥ 2) theta functions, do we have similar results as (1.10)? In other words, can we write a product of n theta functions as a linear combination of other products of theta functions? The quintuple product identity and the septuple product identity are examples for products of two theta functions. For the history of the quintuple product identity, readers can refer to S. Cooper's survey [16] . The septuple product identity was first discovered by M. D. Hirschhorn [21, (3.1) 
] in 1983.
Winquist's identity is an example for products of four theta functions. Winquist's identity plays a vital role in the first elementary proof of Ramanujan's congruence p(11n + 6) ≡ 0 (mod 11) given by L. Winquist in [34] , where p(n) denote the partition function. Readers can refer to its latest proof given by S. H. Chan [11] for its brief history.
In [22] , Hirschhorn obtained a generalization of Winquist's identity by multiplying four triple products. He considered a very nice transformation matrix and derived a four-parameter identity which gives Winquist's identity as a special case. Inspired by Hirschhorn's work, S.-S. Huang [25] showed that Hirschhorn's generalization of the quintuple product identity [23] can also be obtained by using the idea in [22] . Other cases of this kind of transformation are discussed in [3, pp. 190-191] , [20] , and [1] . But all of the above are just special cases; there have been few systematical study on the conditions under which the product of two or more theta functions can be written as the linear combination of other products of theta functions.
In this paper, we consider a class of "generalized orthogonal" transformation matrices and give a systematic approach for obtaining product identities. Although we give the first general theorem on the product of any n theta functions, most of the examples discussed in this paper are for products of two theta functions. Our main theorem for products of two theta functions is a generalization of the Schröter formula. Many known identities for products of two theta functions, including M. D. Hirschhorn's generalization of the quintuple product identity, the septuple product identity, some modular relations for the Göllnitz-Gordon functions found by S.-S. Huang in [24] , identities involving septic Rogers-Ramanujan functions obtained by H. Hahn [20] , a general theorem by W. Chu and Q. Yan [14] , and the Blecksmith-Brillhart-Gerst theorem [6] , are shown to be special cases of our main theorem. We also derive several new theorems for products of three or more theta functions as applications, including an analogue of Winquist's identity and a new representation of (q; q)
We consider a product of n theta functions
Next, we change the variables from x i to y i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) by the transformation y = Ax, where A is an integer matrix with det A = 0. Set
By the inverse formula, 16) where A * is the adjugate of A. For k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the kth determinantal divisor of A, denoted by d k (A), is defined as the greatest common divisor of all the k by k determinantal minors of A. It is easy to see that d n = det A. We let d 0 = 1 for convenience. Note that d k |d k+1 . The invariant factors of A are defined as
By the Smith normal form theorem, we have det
From (1.17), we can rewrite (1.16) as
where
is an integer matrix. Letting sgn(s n (A))
So we have
We want to write (1.15) as a linear combination of products of other theta functions. After replacing the variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n with y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n , we have the restriction (1.20) regarding y. So y i cannot take all the integer values unless d = 1. The system of homogeneous congruences (1.20) is always consistent since y ≡ 0 (mod d) is a solution. Suppose we have k solutions to (1.20) . Reduced case: y ≡ 0 (mod d). We can replace y by dy in (1.19). So we have x = By. Replacing x with By in the right-hand side of (1.15), we obtain the contribution of this case to S We need the coefficients of all y i y j = 0 (i = j, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) in order to separate y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n and write S as a linear combination of products of theta functions. So we have the requirements
By Jacobi's triple product identity (1.2), now we can rewrite (1.21) as a product of n theta functions
where l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n are positive integers. Then (1.22) implies that B T DB is a diagonal matrix with all entries positive integers on the main diagonal. So the set of all the columns of B is a kind of "generalized orthogonal" set. For fixed l i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), there are infinitely many solutions b ij (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) to the system of equations (1.22) . So product of any n theta functions can be written as the linear combinations of other products of theta functions, not in unique way.
We have det A * = (det A) n−1 . Since A · A * = det A · I, where A is an integer matrix, we require (detA) · (A * ) −1 to be an integer matrix. Without lose of generality, we have the following procedure for obtaining seriesproduct identities. 1. For fixed positive integers l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n , find all n × n matrices B ′ satisfying the "generalized orthogonal" relation (1.22) , where det
For the system of congruences B ′ y ≡ 0 (mod d ′ ) obtained from step 1, we divide by the greatest common divisor on both sides and rewrite it as By ≡ 0 (mod d). Next we solve the system of congruences By ≡ 0 (mod d). Suppose we have k solutions. By computing the contribution of each solution, we can write each product of n theta functions as the linear combination of k products of n theta functions.
If y ≡ c r (mod d) (r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k − 1) is the solution set of (1.20), we substitute each y with dy + c r in (1.19). Then we have x = By + 1 d
Bc r , (r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k − 1). We assume c 0 = 0. It is easy to see that for y ∈ Z n , {By + [18, Proposition 2] , the number of equivalence classes in the quotient group is | det B|. So k = | det B|. We know that | det B| = volume of the parallelotope spanned by the columns of B. So this implies that numerically the number of distinct points inside a parallelotope equals the volume of the parallelotope. So now it is clear that we are really looking for a special kind of ECS of Z n corresponds to "generalized orthogonal" matrix B. Although we can find the ECS by solving the system of congruences (1.20) , there is no general formula for the solution set of system of congruences. A better approach is to find the congruence classes by finding k distinct points in Z n if B is known with | det B| = k. We have the same covering system if we multiply a column of B by −1, or we interchange two columns of B. So here we can assume det B > 0.
By choosing special coset representatives, we give the main theorem for products of n theta functions.
* be the adjugate of B. At least one of the entries of B * has no common factor with k. We suppose an entry in the jth column of B * is coprime to k. Then
(1.24) Remark 1.1. The above theorem remains valid if the sum over r runs over a complete residue system (mod k). For instance, [−
Proof. For (1.24), we only need to show that for integer matrix exact covering system
, where r is in the jth row, there is no overlap between the members of the covering system. That is, By =
, (r = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1) has no integer vector solutions.
, by the inverse formula, we have
Since an entry in the jth column of B * is coprime to k, at least one entry of Corollary 1.1. In Theorem 2.1, if we further require that for any column of B, the sum of all the entries is an even number, then
Proof. Since for any column of B, the sum of all the entries is an even number, it is easy to see that k is even, and all of b 1j
Replacing a i with −a i , b i with −b i in (1.24), adding it to (1.24), and finally replacing 2r with r, we obtain (1.25). The proof of (1.26) is similar.
Next we give an estimate of det B if all the entries of B are nonzero. We have
(1.27)
We take the determinant of both sides of (1.27) if all the entries of B are nonzero and obtain
We have
By (1.28) and (1.29), if we denote the product of all entries of the matrix B by △B, then we can obtain
In order to minimize the number of solutions of the system of congruences (1.20), we need to find "generalized orthogonal" matrices with absolute values of determinants as small as possible. All the 3 by 3 and 4 by 4 matrices in this paper have entries chosen from −2, −1, 0, 1, 2.
Products of Two Theta Functions
For a product of two theta functions f (a, b)f (c, d) with ab = q l 1 and cd = q l 2 , we need to find 2 by 2 invertible integer matrices B satisfying the generalized orthogonal relation l 1 b 11 b 12 + l 2 b 21 b 22 = 0. Without lose of generality, we can assume that three of b 11 , b 12 , b 21 , b 22 are positive, one is negative. Now we give the following theorem for product of two theta functions, which is a special case of Theorem 1.4. Without lose of generality, it is easy to see that the simplest nontrivial 2 by 2 "generalized orthogonal" matrix is
with det B = 2. So k 2 for 2 by 2 matrices throughout the remainder of this paper.
Corollary 2.2. If |ab| < 1 and (cd) = (ab) k 1 k 2 , where both k 1 and k 2 are positive integers, then
+k 2 r c, a
It is easy too see that (2.6) is symmetric with respect to a and b, c and d, and k 1 and k 2 .
Proof. Choose
Many identities involving products of two theta functions are special cases of Corollary 2.2. We give a list of identities here.
If k 1 k 2 is a composite number, then the right-hand side of (2.6) is not unique, for it depends on which k 1 and k 2 we choose. For example, if we choose m = 4 in (2.7), we have
The Göllnitz-Gordon functions are defined by
Huang [24] , S. L. Chen and S. S. Huang [12] found a list of modular relations for the Göllnitz-Gordon functions which are analogous to Ramanujan's forty identities for the Rogers-Ramanujan functions. Some of their identities can be shown as special cases of our Theorem 2.1 and we give proofs to four of their identities in this paper.
, (2.17)
Of Huang's identities, the most beautiful one is (2.15). It is an analogue of Ramanujan's "most beautiful" identity of the forty identities
We let m = 7 in (2.19), then apply (1.7) to find that Letting m = 7 in (2.21), we have
We can deduce 
and
Identity (2.23) is equivalent to a modular equation of degree 7, namely,
where β has degree 7 over α. Identity (2.24) is equivalent to (2.15) . This proof of (2.24) is simple compared with its proof in [12] .
Next we sketch the proofs of 27) which are equivalent to (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18) respectively. In (2.6), choose a = 1,
We obtain (2.25) after simplification. In (2.6), choose a = q, b = q 3 , c = d = −q 2 , and k 1 = k 2 = 1 to obtain (2.26). In (2.6), choose a = q, b = q, c = 1, d = q 6 , k 1 = 1, k 2 = 3 and obtain (2.27).
In a manner similar to the derivations of (2.23) and (2.24), we can obtain a list of identities for products of ψ functions after simplification.
Corollary 2.5.
If we choose k 1 = k 2 = 1 in (2.6), then we have the following corollary.
So for ab = cd, we have 
Replacing q with q 2 in (2.29), we can obtain
Repeating this process, we have the following formula. For each positive integer n,
If we take the square of (2.30), we have the following formula. For each integer n ≥ 2, 
Proof. From (1.11), we have
So we only need to show
which can be deduced directly from (2.28).
J. A. Ewell's sextuple product identity in [17] is a special case of (2.28).
Corollary 2.7 (Sextuple Product Identity).
(−xyq;
Proof. In (2.28), replacing a with xyq, b with q/xy, c with qx/y, and d with qy/x, and then applying Jacobi's triple product identity, we complete the proof after simplification.
Using (2.28), we can also prove the "three term relation for Weierstrass sigma functions" given in [19 Corollary 2.9. For ab = q and cd = q 2 , This is Hirschhorn's generalization of the quintuple product identity in [23] .
In (2.37), we replace a 1 with aq, a 2 with −a −2 , divide both sides by (q 4 ; q 4 ) ∞ , and then replace q 2 with q. We obtain the quintuple product identity in the form of (1.12). Next we choose B = 1 2 −2 1 in Theorem 2.1 and deduce a generalization of the septuple product identity after simplification. Replacing a 1 with −a and a 2 with −a 2 in (2.39), we have the septuple product identity in the form of (1.13).
Corollary 2.10 (Generalized Septuple Product Identity). For ab
Identity (2.38) leads to two of Ramanujan's modular identities which are very important in the study of the modular equations of degree 5. We cite the identities in [2, p. 262, Entry 10 (iv) and (v)].
Corollary 2.11. 
, which is equivalent to (2.41).
On page 207 of his lost notebook, Ramanujan listed three identities
, (2.42)
, (2.43)
without specifying P and Q. S. H. Son [32] first determined the functions P and Q. His proof of (2.43) is equivalent to the proof of the identity
, and the right-hand side of (2.45) is the sum of five parts. We choose a = −λ, b = −λ 4 q 3 , c = −λ 2 q, and d = −λ 3 q 2 in (2.38). Then (2.45) follows immediately.
Define the septic Rogers-Ramanujan functions
where the equalities are from L. J. Slater [31] . H. Hahn [20] obtained many identities for the septic Rogers-Ramanujan functions. Identities (3.1)-(3.13) of [20] are special cases of Theorem 1.4. Next we prove (3.1) of [20] as an example and omit the proofs of the others.
for positive n.
Proof. After simplification, we can write (2.46) as
, by Theorem 2.1, we need to solve the system of equations Schröter's formula first appeared in H. Schröter's dissertation in 1854. It is very useful in proving many of Ramanujan's modular equations. Next we show that Theorem 2.1 is also a generalization of Schröter's formula and derive several generalized forms of Schröter's formula. We use the notation of Schröter's formula in [7] .
Let a general theta function be defined as:
Theorem 2.2 (Schröter's Formula).
For positive integers a, b,
Since T (x, q) = f (xq, q/x), it is easy to see that Theorem 2.1 is a generalization of Schröter's formula. If we use the notations of [7] , we can rewrite Theorem 2.1 as below. 
If we choose k 1 = k 2 = 1 in (2.51), we obtain Schröter's formula, which corresponds to
We show that S. Kongsiriwong and Z.-G. Liu's Theorems 6-9 in [26] are special cases of Corollary 2.12.
Corollary 2.13 (Theorems 6-9 in [26] ). Let z and q be complex numbers with z = 0 and |q| < 1. Then, for any positive integer k,
Proof. For (2.52) and (2.53), choose the matrix
this corresponds to the case a = 1 and b = k in Schröter's formula (2.49). For (2.54) and (2.55), choose
this corresponds to a = 1, b = k, k 1 = 2, and k 2 = 1 in (2.51). We omit the details.
If we choose k 1 = 1 and k 2 = k in (2.51), we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 2.14. For positive integers a, b, k,
We can obtain (2.56) directly from Schröter's formula (2.49) by replacing q with q 1/k , a with ka, and b with kb.
If we choose k 1 = k and k 2 = 1 in (2.51), then we arrive at the next corollary. 
If we choose k = 2, a = 3, b = 1, x = −q −3 , y = −q −1 in (2.57), and then replace q 2 with q, we can obtain Hahn's identity (2.46). Assuming that k 2 |a, we can also derive a variation of (2.51) by replacing k 2 with 1/k 2 . Corollary 2.16. For positive integers a, b, k i (i = 1, 2), k 2 |k 1 b, and k 2 |a, we have
(2.58)
We obtain the next corollary if we choose the transformation matrix
Corollary 2.17. For positive integers a, b, k i (i = 1, 2), we have
We can obtain Corollary 2.17 by replacing k 1 with k 1 a and k 2 a with k 2 in Corollary 2.12.
In [14] , W. Chu and Q. Yan obtained a general formula with many known identities as special cases. The main Theorem in Chu and Yan's paper is the following result.
Corollary 2.18. Let α, β, γ be three natural integers with gcd(α, γ) = 1 and λ = 1 + αβ 2 γ. For two indeterminates x and y with x = 0 and y = 0, there holds the algebraic identity
This corollary is a special case of both (2.58) and (2.59). If we choose k 1 = αβ, k 2 = α, a = α, and b = γ, replace x with −q −α/2 x, y with −x βγ yq −γ/2 , q with q
in (2.58), and finally change the notation n to l, we obtain (2.60). Or if we choose k 1 = β, k 2 = 1, a = α, and b = γ, replace x with −q −α/2 x, y with −x βγ yq −γ/2 , q with q 1/2 in (2.59), and finally change the notation n to l to obtain (2.60). Identity (2.60) is corresponding to
If we choose k 1 = k 2 = k in (2.58), we can deduce the next corollary.
Corollary 2.19. For positive integers a, b, k, such that k|a,
The Blecksmith-Brillhart-Gerst theorem in [6, Theorem 2] , which is a nice generalization of Schröter's formula, can be shown to be a special case of (2.61). We cite the theorem in [2, p. 73] , which uses Ramanujan's notation. Let ε 1 , ε 2 ∈ {0, 1}. Then
where R is a complete residue system (mod m),
if ε 1 + αε 2 is odd, and
Proof. Replacing x with (−1) ε 1 x, and y with (−1) ε 2 y in (2.61), we have 
After simplification, we have
)
Here the corresponding matrix is
If we choose k 1 = 1, k 2 = k in (2.58), we can deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 2.21. For positive integers a, b, k, such that k|a and k|b,
We can obtain Corollary 2.21 by replacing q with q k , a with a/k, and b with b/k in Schröter's formula (2.49).
For each of the above results related to Schröter's formula, we can switch the positions of x and y, and a and b at the same time since their positions are symmetric. We can also replace x with 1/x and y with 1/y on the right-hand sides of all such formulas.
The general approach we developed previously can also be applied to some infinite sums that are not theta functions. The idea is for any infinite sum, we want all the coefficients of y i y j (i = j) terms to be zero after changing the variables from x 1 , . . . , x n to y 1 , . . . , y n . For example, we can consider the following infinite sum
We change the variables from x 1 , x 2 to y 1 , y 2 by the integral matrix exact covering system
So we can write the infinite sum (2.64) as the linear combination of two parts
For the general case, we consider 
Proof. This identity is equivalent to
if we choose matrix
we replace q with −q in (2.65) and finish the proof.
Products of Three or More Theta Functions
We consider
The set of the 3 columns of B is an orthogonal set and det B = 6. Since
by Theorem 1.4, the integer matrix ECS
Corresponding to the above ECS, we conclude the following special case of Theorem 1.4.
If we begin with the solution set of the system of congruences, we need consider B ′ = 6B. It is easy to verify that det B ′ = 1296 = 36 3−1 and 36 · B ′ −1 is an integer matrix. So k ′ = 36. Now B ′ y ≡ 0 (mod 36) is equivalent to By ≡ 0 (mod 6). By changing variables from x i to y i in S by the transformation y = Ax, where
we have By ≡ 0 (mod 6). So for the system of congruences    y 1 + y 2 + y 3 ≡ 0 (mod 6), 2y 1 − y 2 ≡ 0 (mod 6), y 1 + y 2 − y 3 ≡ 0 (mod 6), the solution set has six solutions modulo 6. We can also derive (3.2) by adding up the contribution of each solution to the sum S.
We can rewrite (3.2) as follows. For a 1 , a 2 , a 3 = 0,
Replacing q with q 2 , and then letting
, we deduce the following corollary.
Letting
, we deduce the next corollary.
Corollary 3.3.
Letting a 3 = −a 1 in (3.2), we deduce Corollary 2.9 after simplification.
Replacing each a i with −a i , then replacing a 1 with a, a 2 with ab, and a 3 with b in (3.2) and simplifying, we deduce the following analogue of Winquist's identity.
The product in Corollary 3.4 is the product that occurs in MacDonald's identities [28] for A 2 .
Recently, various representations of (q; q)
10
∞ have been given in [5] , [27] , [13] , [8] , [10] , and [15] . They are used in the proofs of Ramanujan's congruence p(11n + 6) ≡ 0 (mod 11). In [9] , S. Cooper, H-H. Chan, and P.C. Toh gave two representations of (q; q) Applying the differential operator a d da twice, and letting a = 1 in (3.6), we deduce Corollary 3.5.
× f (a 1 a 2 a 3 , b 1 b 2 b 3 )f (a 1 a 2 b 3 , b 1 b 2 a 3 ) + a 1 a 2 f (a 1 a 2 a 3 Next, we study the transformation matrix
The set of its four columns of B is an orthogonal set and det B = 8. Foregoing all details, we have the following corollary. 
